
Practice task: The Governance and Corporate Social Responsibility of Listed Firms 
 
Use dataset referenced as “Governance and Corporate Social Responsibility of listed 
firms” on the course webpage. 
 
The big question is what “drives” (better said, what are the factors related to) 
Environmental and Social performance. 
 
Some ideas are, but you should be as creative as possible: 
 

• Your dependent variable can be the aggregated CSR score (soc_env_score), or 
it’s two pillars separately (socialscore and environmentalscore). These are 
benchmarked indices, comparable across firms. 

• You have three categories of questions you can ask: 
o On firm financials: how do size (total assets or other), leverage, 

performance (measured as you prefer, ROA, Tobin Q, efficiency…) relate 
to CSR? Are all relationship linear? 

o On governance 
§ do firms with large proportions of shares held by investment 

companies have higher or lower CSR on average? 
§ do firm with more independent boards have higher or lower CSR? 
§ do firms with CEO duality (CEO and Chairman of the board are the 

same person) have higher or lower CSR) 
§ and more in this line: how do large proportions of women on 

board, a CEO pay linked to company shares, or anti-takeover 
devices relate to CSR? 

o On country level factors: 
§ how do cultural elements such as individualism, hierarchy (power 

distance) and egalitarianism relate to CSR? 
§ how do formal institutional dimensions (such as the strength of 

investor protection) relate to CSR? 
§ is there any other relevant country element in the data that 

“explains” CSR? 
 
For all cases, please provide a short “economic” reasoning of the relationship that you 
uncover. 
 
Important steps: 
1. first “learn” the data  

• in the second sheet of the excel sheet you have explicit variable definitions 
2. then check out what others did 

• for doubts on the CSR data or other measures, please consult the two papers 
referenced on the webpage aside the dataset 

3. then run your own analysis 
• This is a group activity. Please submit to me via email before next class time a pdf 

of max. two pages on your group’s activity (same groups as for the presentations 
and reports). This can be formatted as text, bullet, points, tables, figures…be 
creative. 


